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ELISABETH MURAWSKI

NICOLE MILLER
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HINKYPUNK

I don't recognize her face; it keeps
changing, as if drawn
by a sketch artist keeping up
with my thoughts. Her dark eyes
well up as she says to me
andyou've lost a son. I don't ask
how she knows this; osmosis,
clairvoyance, a digital
grapevine. Only then do I recall
hearing news of her untimely
death. Only then do I remember
her name. I don't know what
to make of it, seeing her so
alive. Before bed,
I'd been reading Chekhov
on how things end: a sleepy child
who kills a child, a bishop
stamped out by typhoid
in Holy Week. Was I primed
to receive her? She shines
through the dream
like a lighthouse beam
pointing out the rocks
where ships are broken. Round
and round she goes,
my black Madonna,
telling me this is not the way.

"'Ghost lights, ' . . . were considered the work of imps, fairies, fiends, and devils. They went
by ma791 names: elffire, treasure lights, orbs, hinkypunk, fairy fire, pixie ligh~ friar's lantern,
corpse candles, ]enf9!-burnt-tai~ or will-o-the-wisp. m

ransatlantic travel in the dead of winter can make ghosts out of
study abroad students, especially Anglophiles with a fancy for
nineteenth century British literature ala Charles Dickens, ~h_omas
Hardy, and Alfred Lord Tennyson.
Dawn-alighting and steeped in jet lag, I sleepwalk from baggage claim to
Heathrow's central bus station and float onto the Oxford Tube. Though the
curtains are drawn across a tinted window, and my knees are tucked into
my nose on a scratchy corduroy seat, my astral body hovers over a day bed
seventy miles north of Miami, on the finger isle of Palm Beach.
On the island panorama of home, the family's dolphin-blue Bermuda
nestles between boxwood hedges and date palms; giant fronds blindfold the
windows. The Intercoastal gurgles against the country club grass on one
side; the Atlantic froths into periwinkle film on the other. The waves crash
into the cracked sea wall at the end of the street as the sea turtles claw their
way up the beach, towards the mansion lights. Their enormous shells tilt
like the shields of warriors creeping into ambush.
The hallway is pungent with the smells of cats and bubbling tomato sauce;
I am led by the nose to our kitchen. Through the middle of the night, my
Greek grandmot~er cooks by the retro Whirlpool-packing meatballs for

T

1 Elinor DeWire, '1\. Wee Bit o' Ghost Light," Weatkerwise, 66:5 (Sept/ Oct 2013),
pp. 33-39, 34.
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my plane journey, frying and tying theples in knots while the dough is still hot,
dipping the knots in homemade syrup flavored with orange peel ~nd clov.es,
then thumbing the bows with cinnamon. Yia Yia is our resident ntght artlst.
In the master bedroom, my parents read--a debutante's Civil War diary
for my mother; a biography of Thomas Jefferson, The Monticello Years, for my
father. Their white porcelain geisha lamps switch off with a sigh, while across
the hall my brother's bulb burns at his drafting desk. He's copying out maps of
Incan ruins from his National Geographic library, starting and stopping cassettes,
rehearsing his Spanish for a future trip to Mexico. My teenage sisters' lights
go out last in the bedroom they share--twin beds, though they are four ye~rs
apart, identical white wicker headboards, fluffy violet comforters strewn With
bouquet patterns and Laura Ashley cushions made of iolet. Katherine and
Penny gobbled up the Anne qf Green Gables series. They race through the novels
at night, watch the films by day, stomachs down on the watermelon ottomans,
feet dangling, hearts suspended over the cranberry bogs and kissing bridges of
Prince Edward Island. Before midnight they water the gargantuan pine tree
and rehang the sequined globes and nutcracker men that the petite Siamese
and long-haired ginger cat have knocked off the dry boughs. Penny unplugs the
string of fairy lights, locks the front door, then the kitchen door. Katherine takes
a sidelong glance at the door between the loggia and the pool. It has a knack for
unlatching and drifting open in the small hours, as if helped by ghostly hands.
In the meanwhile, my sheets cling to me in the maid's room off the ga-rage, behind the kitchen. Cricket tenors and bullfrog basses chirp through
the window screen. The pool door opens onto a concrete cabana where the
lizards skitter and leap between banana leaves; chlorine lights throw palm
shadows on the awning above. My lamp illuminates thick mustard clothbound bricks of Matthew Arnold, Arthur Hugh Clough, Gerard Manley
Hopkins, and Robert Browning. These volumes form a fortress on my desk.
I'm walled in by the sheer number of pages, buried by hundreds of pounds
of print. Thusly, I fall asleep, my eyes still open.
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"Some experiences may be the result qf electromagnetic iffects on the brain and pf?Ysical
environment. "2

It is England in january, noughth week in Oxford, in the year nineteen-hundred and ninety-eight. The sky is pitted with mother-of-pearl clouds; the air
is damp. Drawing the curtain across my window seat as soon as we lumber
onto the m25, I cannot thw~rt the silver drop-line of dawn, the glint of
village weathervane and fluff of sheep's tail. I sleep soundly between the
blankets of countryside covering the distance from Heathrow to Readington-the terra cotta, truffle, and turnip-colored farmer's fields patch
together a soothing quilt.
Reeeiving Newsfrom Nowhere in my waking dream, I wander up the winding
staircases of memory, through the smoking rooms of Oxford, into towers with
college flags and heart-shaped coats of arms in search of my tutors. Chimney pipes, scholar's sets, scouts with feather dusters, penny heaters, antique
watch-chains, blotting paper and fountain pens click, steam, and clatter as I
pass. I channeljane Burden, wife of William Morris, muse of Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, born in a mews off Holywell Street, amongst the stablemen and
blacksmiths. During term, I cycle past her alley three times a week to attend
sundry lectures in the English faculty on poetry, religion, and failed utopias.
On this chilly morning in my mind, which could be almost any from
my first year as a graduate student, I pump my pedals and glide by the
Holywell Music Room, the oldest music hall in Europe, a former stomping
ground of Haydn and Mozart. The plain wooden architecture resembles
powdered short-bread, out of place in this century, but at home in Oxford.
Ajane Austen throwback, I envision ladies in tulip-shaped dresses sipping
tea from bone china cups.
At the Tuck Shop on the corner of Mansfield Road, I tarry for a square
of chocolate biscuit cake and am grounded in flour and sugar. \Vith my
crumpled pastry b~g, I have the strength to be spiritual again. Walter Pater
2

"Ghosts as Psychokinetic Phenomena" in Hauntings and Poltergeists: Multidisciplinary
eds.James Houran and Rense Lenge (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, c2001), p. 4.

Perspective~
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whispers from a mossy grave in the Holywell churchyard, where the crosses
lean over the aisle as if to hold hands. It is a winter's day like those he wrote
about in the Renaissance, a short day of frost and sun.
Folding myself into a stall of New College chapel, I hide in the umbrage
of dark wood carvings which form biblical stalactites over the rows. The sun
filters through the stained glass windows, tattooing my arms with angels,
illuminating my neck with Latin mottos on the sashes of saints. Two rows of
small boys in persimmon gowns and starched ruffs float in, footless, above
the checkered floor. A beat of silence empties the chancel before they burst
into Nunc dimittis. Their chant has the power to topple the apostles from
their aedicules, raining scrolls, tablets, and mitres on the altar. Unperturbed
in their niches, the statues remain, while we worshippers huddle in the
gloom, wayfarers in that plane that ten-year-old trebles reach by song, and
I ascend by closing my eyes and circling the warm candle shade with my
hands, as it flickers between this world and that one.

"Humans who enter a.fairy kingdom usually become lost in time, so that when they emerge,
years have passed in the blink of an eye. "3

"St. Clements! Alight here for St. Clements!" The airport coach lurches to
a halt, near a Little Paris sandwich shop, and exhales the first set of students
on the curb. The smog seeps between the cracks of the gull-wing door; the
scent of dead leaves and cigarettes drifts in from the street. University towers
and parapets loom on the far side of the roundabout.
At Magdalen Bridge, the Cherwell curves thickly on one side, hairy with
willows.
"Queen's Lane! Alight for Queen's Lane!" I pull on my gloves and wrap
a navy-and-cerulean college scarf around my neck. The driver stands my
Black Watch suitcase on the curb; full of books, it bulges like Hitchcock in
3 Allan Zola Kronzek and Elizabeth Kronzek, The Sorcerer's Companion, Third Ed.
(New York: Broadway Books, 2010), p. 85.
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profile. Ahead of me, the toffee bow of High Street arches into the town
centre, splitting into the minarets and steeples of the University skyline.
I roll my case to Magpie Lane, which is lined by Tudor houses with black
edges. In one of these houses the younger brother of a history student I
began to see at the end of Michelmas occupies a bedsit. Matthew does not
live in the cherry-colored house, but the baby blue one with the bicycles
chained to lampposts outside (this is only theory). His brother Simon and
I have met in porter's lodges and under cathedral arches so far; and twice,
at a fishbowl cafe in the Covered Market, where our lunch is on display to
the mango, coriander, and curried chicken baguette-munchers of Oxford.
At this corner, the town becomes gown for me. The tower of Great St.
Mary's gnaws into the clouds with broken teeth-the maces, fur collars, and
full moons of Beowulf flex at the parapet-this is Ye Olde Englisshe part of
Oxford, the city's Anglo-Saxon root. Behind it, the Radcliffe Camera is fen,c~d
in by an oval of jet wrought-iron spears. When my nerves get the better of
me, I sequester myself among the undergraduates at this library, behind a
row of philosophy bookcases, in a dusty window nook with leaden panes.
Down St. Mary's Passage and across Radcliffe Square, during my braver
afternoons, I read with the scholars at the Bodleian. My nose hanging over
a book, I gaze at the spokes on the Hawksmoor Towers. From my eastern
corner in the southern range of English literature shelves, I have an aerial
view of the chessboard of bright lime squares in All Souls, the oblong patterns of the courtyards, the parapet roofs and stone pinnacles which multiply
in all directions, like an army shooting arrows to Heaven. On a sparkling
summer's day with the window open, the space dissolves. I can glance these
arrows with my hand. How I want to grasp Oxford! But how to pocket its
panorama? Copper, patina, mis~ meadow, rapeseed, river, garden, crown, coping, chape~
cathedral, cloister, quadrangle, lodge, hal~ lawn, cellar, choir, spire, minaret, turre~ ftiche,
cupola, parape~ eave, passage, path, lamppos~ library. There is no one word for
Oxford's beauty, nor an end to my wonder.
I turn on the High at the University haberdashers, Shepherd & Wood-
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ward, where manikins doff trilbies and cricket caps, shoulder tweed, dinner
and boating jackets, fling a woolly rainbow of College wavelengths over
the neck. The corner of St. Edward's Street is reddened by Oddbins, the
off-license whose front is round as a tumbler, as if the walls were themselves
drunken and had slipped off the square. I've reached the edge of the public's
Oxford. Bull dogs-porters in bowler hats-patrol the stately gates of Christ
Church barricaded by bollards and barbed wire.
The alley two shops down on the right leads to Emily Carr's house, my
house. The house is the lone 15th century building at Quartermaine's Stables,
around the corner from one of Oxford's oldest pubs at Bear Lane. Horses
were kept here for hire by students until WWII; modern accommodation
blocks for postgraduates rose up in the 19 7Os, eliminating an art gallery and
housing for college servants. Built during the reign of Henry VI, the Tudor
structure of brick and wood rests atop foundations worthy of a history play
by Shakespeare, the remains of the Ram Inn, St. Thomas's Hall, and the
courtyard of the Swan. Originally, it belonged to the benefactress Emmelina Carr. She bequeathed her property to Lincoln College--my college-in
1436, and was buried across the street, in All Saints Church, now Lincoln's
library, "in front of the image of Our Saviour." The alley paves the boundary
between the parish of St. Mary's and the parish of All Saints, also known
as'~ Hallowes." At the crux of the former third parish of St. Edward's,
Emily Carr's once looked out in the direction of two medieval tenements:
Maidenhall to the west and Bridehall to the east.
Students and scholars have lived here for hundreds of years, mingled
amongst shopkeepers and businesses. In 1873, St. Edward's Street was cut
through Tackley's Inn, an academic hall of Oriel College, obliterating the
house numbers 109-113, forever. Emily Carr's stands behind and to the left of
this vanished block and invented street. In census directories of the nineteenth
century, auctioneers, tea dealers, fencing masters, dancing professors, spirit
merchants, umbrella manufacturers, antiques dealer, fancy goods dealers,
hosiers and robe makers traded at No. 114, while a Mr. Strange and a Mrs.

Elder and her spinster daughter lived nearby. Christopher Wren andJohn
Locke once took lab classes at the Chemical Club which met on or near the
site, at the back of the Ram Inn. When the house and adjoining buildings
were finally converted to graduate student housing in the 1970s, they consisted
in "a squalid tangle of buildings, graced by a handsome fac;ade." 4
Looking up I see my attic gable jutting out over the street. I imagine that
I am watching myself strolling by, from above: a glimpse of a chestnut bob,
with a pixyish part to the side, and wire-rimmed glasses that flash alligator
green under the skylight. On a shelf in the background, a box of grainy
blue College stationery which is half depleted jostles for space amidst a
crowd of greeting cards. The notes are signed with enough love and kisses
to resurrect Zuleika Dobson into the new age of chivalry.
I won my set of rooms in Emily Carr's in the lottery hat for housing. I'm
the only girl among three boys: Jerome, a mathematician from Sri ~Cl:nka,
Marc, a Shakespearean scholar from South Mrica, and Colin, a physicist
Lincoln poached from Merton College, on the other side of Oriel Square.
The boys crouch on the landing under the wobbly banister offering chocolate and jazz cds, running menus by me for a romantic dinner with their
girlfriends. But Marc, with whom I share a wall, a phone, and a passion
for the theatre, knows me best. When I hide after a brutal tutorial, a rainsoaked morning on the river, or a draining night of research, the sound of
Marc's footfall as he paces across the wooden floor of his room, or his reedy
Johannesburg accent as he recounts his day over the phone to his girlfriend
Jennifer in Seattle, is enough to reassure me that I'm in the right place.
There is still time to fix the things that are going wrong for me at Oxford.

•!•
4 Vivian H.H. Green, "The Foundation" and "Modern Times" in The Commonwealth
qf Lincoln College 1427-1977 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979), p. 550. "The Bear
Lane Scheme," The Lincoln College Record (1974-1975), pp. 11-14.Julian Munby, ']\Note
on Building Investigations at 113-119 High Street, Oxford," Oxoniensia, lxv, (2000), 441442. Herbert Hurst,:'High Street," Oiford Topography: An Essay, val. 39, Oxford Historical
Society, Clarendon Press, 1899), pp. 171-178. StephanieJenkins, "The High, Oxford, No.
114," http:/ /www.oxfordhistory.org.uk/high/tour I south/ 114.html.
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~~The wordfor :foiry' comes from the Latin for :fota' orfate ... three women who spin the
threads of lifi, controlling each person's destiny from birth to death. Like the fates, fairies were
thought to be active participants in the lives of mortals, helping them out when they were so
inclined but also delivering large doses of pain and misery. '15

Michelmas was a deflating term. The captain of the hockey team crushed my
infatuation for a Classics Fresher during First Week. While I boiled the tea kettle
after practice with the men's team, Louisa settled into the mauve armchair in
her head-to-toe tracksuit, and blurted: "Christian loves a second-year history
student from Eastern Europe."
"Oh," was all I could say as the Academy of Athens disintegrated in my heart.
"He's quite young, you know," she said, nineteen years old herself, and
drowning in her oversized Lincoln College sports jacket.
This implied that I was not, so much. Christian was not only Junior
Common Room, undergraduate, he was a first year; I was Middle Common Room. There were four years, a Rosetta stone, and his experience of
English boarding school between us.
"The post-grads are so international. I've always dreamed of that kind of
community." Louisa's mother was Malaysian, her father Indian and Israeli.
Her attention drifted to my cork board, which ruffled with invitations to
potluck dinners and Hellenic Society lectures. "So lovely that the MCR
serves coffee after lunch, and hosts exchange dinners with other colleges.
Have you been to film night?"
A vision of pensioners sunk in leather sofas sipping Maxwell House Instant
from paper cups while watching Cocoon rose up before me.
"For a reader like myself, there's no place like All Saints," I said. The carrel
I had staked out in the converted twelfth century church positioned me by
the Dickens shelf, with a view of the Rector's gardens in one direction, and
the long oak table where Christian hung his flowing black coat on the back
of his chair and translated Herodotus after dinner in the other.
"I hear the Bodleian is good for quiet study," she said, sending me to the
5

The Sorcerer's Companion, p.84
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cold upper reaches of the research library with her suggestion. The cavernous
English wing was the precinct of fourth-year D Phil students with elbow patches
and dons with flounder eyes and grizzled hair.
"But the hours aren't as long." The Bodleain closed at one p.m. on Saturdays,
ten p.m. on weekdays. And then there was the eternal ban on borrowing books.
"You mustn't look for him," Louisa said, reading my mind, and gently
reaching for my hand. Astute as she was, I doubted that she knew that I was
alwqys looking for Christian-shoe polish black hair tasselling his ears, the
quarter-moon of his chin, his sable overcoat and the fiery red scarf, which
would jump, like an ember, as he sauntered into the queue for second hall
at dusk, or float, like a maharajah's jewel, as he swept by the churchyard
tombstones behind the All Saints' gate after dinner.
Seeing red, I'd intercept him with an etymology question or tidbit of Hungarian. I'd enrolled in Medieval Latin with the Reverend Smail at Brasenose
and was brushing up on my rusty Greek so that I could understand the repartee
of the students he banded with in hall. Between essay-writing, rowing, and
play practice, I devoted a small portion of every day to deepening the pool of
hard-won, arcane, and invaluable trivia that might win him over, eventually.
From cupola to crypt, I loved Lincoln and it was hard to say which came
first-my devotion to the College or my devotion to Christian. He embodied
the path to knowledge I wanted so badly to acquire. Because "Looking for
Christian" had been a pastime since I first matriculated, giving him up meant
I had to relearn University life, from a more mature angle.

"The cure is to turn one ofyour garments inside outward, which gives a person time to recollect
[herselj]" (The English Dialect Dictionary, under 'pixy-led,' circa 1777).6

I heeded Louisa's warning, but not without struggle. On one coppery afternoon in late October, I got tangled in my duvet cover, fresh pulled from
6 "Pixilated? Lovelorn? Help is Nigh!" inJ.B. Smith, "First Report on Dialect and
Folklore [Combining HJ8th Report on Dialect and 102nd Report on Folklore]," Rep. &
Trans. Devonshire Assoc. June 20 11, p. 408.
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the laundry, while attempting to stretch the corners over my duvet from the
inside out. In the throes of frustration, I landed on the floor in a heap and
crawled through my sheets, a caterpillar trying to shed her skin. With every
motion, the fabric twisted more viciously, until all I could do was writhe and
weep, a cotton sheath between me and the world.
Upon freeing myself, I resolved to act, to change the course of things. I
stuffed two packets of jelly beans in a jiffy bag with a monographed card
and walked gingerly across Oriel Square and down the cobblestones of
Merton Street to Corpus Christi College. As I laid the packets in Simon
and Matthew Potter's pigeonholes, the front courtyard struck me in its
contrast to Lincoln-all stone with a tall thin pillar in its center, a sundial
in the shape of a pyramid mounted by a golden goose ensphered above the
words EST REPOSITA JUS71Tl!E CORONA-"There is laid up a crown
of righteousness." While Lincoln's walls rippled vermilion with Virginia
Creeper, and the lawn coruscated like an emerald lake all year round, withered shrubs and pots of wilted petunias bordered Corpus Christi's quad.
Stone, interlocked with more stone, hardened every corner, step, passage,
and wall; stern ironstone brows frowned over the windowpanes and doors.
It was frigid in the courtyard despite the sunlight, so I didn't venture under
the arches to the prized gardens, hall, or chapel, but with a lighter step strolled
home to Bear Lane, where I made myself a steaming cup of Horlicks, and
clambered up to the attic to read "The Lady of Shalott" beneath the skylight.

'54 wish made while standing in the center of afairy ring under afoil moon is guaranteed to
come true. m

Simon swiftly responded to the jelly bean parcel and came to a Greek
wine-tasting evening at Lincoln with his brother Matthew and my friend Iris in
mid-November. I dressed up for the occasion in a silk shirt, a tartan pinafore,
and pearl earrings. When Simon stepped over the thick rim of the medieval
7

The Sorcerer's Companion, p. 88.

1
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lodge gate, pulling in the spokes of his umbrella, and unfastening the buttons
on his boxy raincoat to reveal a brown sports jacket and tie, I couldn't avert
my eyes. On the wheat fields of Bicester, and in the archaeology meetings at
Christ Church, Simon had worn oversized square spectacles that s_lid down
his nose when he talked and which he pushed back up with a thrust of his
finger when he had a point to make. Contact lenses gave him a sympath~tic
demeanor-! noticed the softer edges of his face, the aquamarine pools of
his eyes. Suddenly, it seemed his primary purpose in meeting was to discuss
film adaptations of Robin Hood and pre-Raphaelite paintings with me.
Our foursome talked for hours and laughed at Matthew's jokes. At the
end of the night, Simon clasped my hand at the gate and ghosted my cheek
with a European kiss. "I'd like to bring you to hall at Corpus Christi," he
said, not mentioning Iris or Matthew. Mter rushing up the creaking stairs to
my bedroom in Emily Carr's house that evening, I jotted down those ~?rds
in a journal I kept by my bedside, with a question mark, a few details about
his appearance-the funereal look of his black rain coat, his middle-aged
taste in clothes, the tear-drop shape of his eyes, which drooped slightly, a
little sadly at the corners-and drew a diagram with the place I came to
under the chin, on his 6-foot l-inch frame, when I was standing up straight
in my two-inch heels.
The next afternoon, a pale envelope containing a single watermarked
sheet divided my pigeonhole. In silvery pencil, Simon thanked me for the
dinner at Lincoln and asked: would I accompany him to a piano concert of
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition at Christ Church Cathedral next Friday?
On the night of 28 November 1997, I scurried beneath the high medieval
wall of Blue Boar Street to St Aldates under a sloe sky. In black jeans and a
frayed gray sweater, Simon was pacing under the octagonal lanterns of Great
Tom, looking chilled when I arrived ten minutes late. We were the last to be
ushered in and seated under the stellar vault and mar:rporeal comets in the
nave. Behind the cordons, we faced the rosettes of the clerestory windows;
in the aisles, candles lapped the glass of their oily cylinders, elongating the
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figures of students and fellows in a Munch-like moan of reflection on the
grand piano. In the chancel, the Australian giantess Christine Stevenson
bowed and let the velvet folds of her gown unfurl to the floor, extended
an ankle to the brass pedal, and played the first notes of Liszt's Un Sospiro.
But that evening was two months earlier, and there was a disastrous
Christmas dinner in between. Before parting for the holidays, I took Simon
to the MCR's yuletide feast, and subjected him to cummerbunds, Good King
Wenceslas, and the inquisition of my friends. He arrived early and sat at the
kitchen table at Emily Carr's while I was tardy descending from my turret,
in tangles as I attached satin cuffs and a purled collar to my long-sleeved
black polka dot lace dress. Next to the tropical theme of his waistcoat, my
Audrey Hepburn look was all wrong: he had chosen Big Lebowski festive,
and I'd gone for knock-offYves St. Laurent. The mismatch made me want
to hide under my cape coat for the night.
The dress continued to cause trouble. While the port was being served in
the MCR after dinner, I excused myself for a minute, which became thirty
when the rhinestone buckle on my belt refused to latch. I pinched, pried,
and struggled, and cursed the brandy cream, before pulling the belt out of
the satiny loops and tossing it behind the bushes in Grove Quad. When I
returned, Simon was circling the stairwell below.
''Are you all right? What happened?"
"There was a queue for the loo. I went to the library to find one."
"You might have taken me," he pouted, "Heard there were tombs in the
library."
"Would you like some coffee?" I fumbled the knob of the MCR, hoping to
lead him back into company. I was eager to show off my catch from Corpus
Christi, and to make this night my official re-entry into postgraduate ranks.
"I'll walk home if you want to stay," he said, with a twitch. "I'm tired
and need to pack for London."
"I'll walk with you."
Up went his palm in reply.
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':Actually, I'm going to my college first, to say goodbye to friends before the
vacation." He tugged at his bow-tie, and stuck a thumb in his cummerbund
as if to unhook it. "No black-tie dinner there: Corpuscles like to relax, have
a drink, play video games."
I started to yawn. "Perhaps I should head off, too," I said, though I was
wide awake as anything.
Outside, Turl Street and the High were rimy with uncommitted snow:
the stone walls, gates, and alleys were slick, sticky, and speckled.
At the archway for Bear Lane, Simon shook me off with a gloved hand
and a curt "Happy Christmas" before passing into Oriel Square alone,
and pigeon-toeing by the bollards and bicycle racks beneath the parapets
leading to Merton Street.
I didn't have the spirit to return to the common room festivities without
him, so went home to Emily Carr's house, so much earlier than de~ir~d.
I slipped my heels off in the kitchen, turned on the ketde, and clambered
up three storeys to my turret. My ankles felt cold in nylons as I stirred the
dead air along the floorboards. Flanked by an electric space heater and
a bookcase, I flopped into the armchair, my petticoats scrunching like a
cabbage, and sat contemplating the starless night through my skylight. I
considered what a failure the dinner had been, berating myself for a dozen
foibles-had I been ready with my collar affixed and coat buttoned to greet
Simon when he arrived, or else hung up the dress for something far less frilly
and contemporary; had I remembered my keys; had I worn my hair down
instead of curled; had we been in time for sherry in the Beckington Room
and so found his old history tutor; had we taken seats reserved for us in hall
by friends in front of the fireplace instead of squeezing ourselves behind
the door where the waiters swung trays of the mushroom soup Simon was
allergic to over our heads; had we skipped "Silent Night" and "0 Come, 0
Come Emmanuel," in the chapel because Simon hated to sing; had I not
made him wait while I battled my rhinestone belt; had I not chattered about
my thesis on Charles Dickens until he went catatonic with boredom; had we
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linked arms walking out; had he leaned towards me before parting at the
gate, and spotted the heart charm gleaming on my neck, instead of losing the
message in the Elizabethan ruff! should have ripped off along with the belt.
With searing remorse, I balanced a writing pad on my knee, and wrote
pages upon pages of apology. Acknowledging my social blunders, I praised
Simon's circumspection in leaving early. I finished the epistle in the five a.m.
shadows with my fourth dry teacup, my cuffs, collar, and tights tossed into
a pile. By six, when the dark was as thick as plum pudding, I had crossed
out half, and recopied my regrets on monogrammed stationery. Tucking
the letter into a greeting card at eight, I delivered the thick envelope to the
Corpus Christi porter's lodge in the fishy light of sunrise.
That afternoon, a stack of Christmas cards cluttered my pigeonhole. I
picked out the one with spidery handwriting on the envelope. The cover
depicted Renoir's painting, The First Outing: a young lady in blue leaning
over the balcony of a theatre, clutching a bouquet above a roaring sea of
faces. The blur of light speaks to her excitement; one can almost feel her
heart rate in the brush strokes.
How little encouragement I could coax from Simon's terse words! He
stated his thanks for a "pleasant" evening, and balked at the compliment I
paid him in my letter. In response to my calling him "a perfect gentleman,"
he smirked with his mast-like "t's" and the tall sail of an "£"
'
Dear N-, You are guilty of flattering me!

'7s the manifestation the consequence qf an intelligent decision on the part qf the haunter. . . or
is the sighting triggered automaticallY by some co;,ponent qf the percipien~ like a motions'ensitive porch light?JJ/1

Hilary term blusters in and I just want to disappear under the covers to read
David Copperfield with a flashlight. There's a faint anxiety rattling my bedtime
prayers. What if I'm forgotten like this? What if the rest of my Oxford life is
8

Hauntings and Poltergeists, p. 44
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circumscribed by this room and this old house, thirty-five-minute dining hall
dinners, and late nights printing papers in the computer room, and there is
nothing else--no theatre or black-tie balls or archaeology society to go to?
What if I leave Oxford, and never have an English boyfriend?
FifteenthJanuary 1998, after midnight: I wake under icy starlight. My
window is ajar; the drapes are stirring ever so lighdy. The duvet is pulled up
to my chin. I've been dreaming of white rabbits-my childhood pets, two
albinos with blue eyes rimmed in pink; they are the downy white spots of an
Easter memory, the gift of a generous uncle who later took the bunnies back
to Connecticut with him. They embodied the state of innocence my family
dwelt in before I reached the age of ten. I loved those rabbits, played with them
and fed them, cleared out the droppings in their hutch with an enthusiasm I
showed nothing else in the human world. Snowy died of heat stroke on the day
of the Assumption; Muffin was given away when I went to boarding sc~<?ol.
I don't dream of my rabbits often, but this dream in my Oxford bedroom
is bucolic, and takes place in my grandmother's house in the Farmington
Valley of Connecticut, near the red silos, stone water towers, poultry farms,
and pine forests of the Avon Mountains.
The dream ripples, fades. I see my small room in Oxford-my narrow twin
bed lines an entire wall; I am ensconced, tucked in, warm-come to think
of it, I am not as warm as one would expect. There is a definite draught.
The window ledge is a few inches over my head-reaching a hand up,
I pat the ledge, find the lever and pull the window shut. Then I realize it is
already shut, sealed-! locked it before midnight, drew the curtain over the
pane, and wrote my impressions of Oxford on the 14th of January in my
journal, which is lying open on its brown leather spine at the edge of my bed.
As I fall back into my pillow, I glimpse a luminous shape gendy suspended
above my neck. The light hovers, flutters like a butterfly whose wings are
caught in double or triple exposure. The butterfly arranges something, rather
delicately, in the felds of my sheets. It thrums and flows with a ribbon-like
quality, unravels like a skein of yarn with translucent threads. I feel it breathe,
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as if it has risen from those ancient walls of creeper in Front Quad; while
I watch, it giggles. Revelling in delicate work above my rib cage, it pulls
closer, raises a lantern on my chin, and takes a dive, as if with a needle and
thread. It begins to sew.
The sewing is quick, painless. It draws the threads, and dives again, for
my solar plexus. It ties a knot, hiccups, quivers and,spreads. I am not merely
seeing the light now, but feeling weightless, peaceful. Those ribbons and .
threads are emanating unmistakably from me. Unbidden, the wisp pulls
away, flits up, ripples along the wall like an ocean skate. From an orb, it
loosens into a stream, tittering as it begins to dissipate.
I hear childish voices: my New England sumJ?ers surge upon me againleaping through sprinklers in the grass, brushing a flaky birch with my toes
as I pump upward on a swing, drawing chalk portraits of my siblings on
the hot driveway, watching the rubber tire track of a garter snake come to
life in a diaper box.
I squeeze my eyes shut. I think happy thoughts, piece together the events of
my day with difficulty: visiting my pigeonhole, returning books to All Saints via
the glass library passage, meeting with Iris for tea and sympathy at the King's
Arms, and starting on De Quincey's Corifessions qf an English Opium Eater...
I look up one more time. The unravelled skein whirs a moment in the
rungs of the curtain, then melts through the window, a plume of particles
dissolving in the clear, cold Oxford night.
I can hear myself breathing. Glancing around, only the squares of my
pillows, blankets, furniture, and a chair piled high with lifeless clothes stare
back. A Clarendon hardback edition of David Copperfield mingles with a
sloppy stack of index cards on my night table.
Drowsiness sweeps over; I sink into dreams. When I wake the next morning, a semi-divine knowledge rests like a charm on my neck. Quietly, I wait
for things to work themselves out. I know-I simply believe-the moment
I thought I had lost has only just today arrived. A sign, a breakthrough will
peer, elfin-like, around the corner.
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That afternoon, Simon Potter answers my weeks-old email, and two days
later, on the first Saturday of Hilary, he shows up for Iris's birthday party
with my housemate Jerome at Emily Carr's house. I am taking notes on
Dombey and Son at my desk, when Iris knocks at my door. "Simon is asking
for you-he's been here for an hour and wants to leave. Marc and Daniel
are watching from the corner."
"The body language was excellent," the guys tell me after: "He's really
into you."
The following Tuesday, Simon and I find each other at a lecture on
Wetlands Archaeology; I hear him asking a question from the back of the
room, clear and intelligent, like he's speaking out in Parliament, an English horn among violins. I think he is making a signal to me, so I will h_e(:lr
him across the rows, so I will see him in his quilted crew-neck, and will not
need to turn my head to know he's there. Afterwards, we drink white wine
in the pomegranate smoking room with Eberhard, a sweet-eyed German
archaeologist. We both make promises to join Eberhard's excavation of a
Roman fort in Bicester again in the summer. When the others peel away,
the conversation loosens beyond peat bogs and preserved mastadons. A
twosome, we pass the frozen fountain with its caked lily pads and follow
the stone path through the four-leaf clover lawns of Tom Quad. The old
bell chimes eleven as Simon walks me home along Blue Boar Street. We
stand at the Bear Lane gate under the lazulite lantern for an hour, his arm
forming an 'L' above my head as we talk.
My brain full of bubbles, I listen as he broaches his feelings about leaving
England once his PhD is in hand.
"It's dead," he says, "The family is a ruin. Look at the Welfare state,
droves of teenage mothers. This is the shell of Empire. People come here
to see castles, but Bri,.tain's a heritage theme park."
The smoke of his words billows overhead. As I study the glow of his
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gray plastic frames, I try to remember, outside of this moment, why I came.
"In America it will be the same-an Empire shell, all empty beneath. But
there is a difference between the Americans and the British."
"What's that?" I hum, in love with his profundity.
"The British will accept that life can't be changed or bettered, while the
Americans believe in ideals, that there's such a thing as an ideal place."
Postgrads returning from the pub duck ~nder the bridge of our interlinked
arms as if participating in a dance where Simon has momentarily taken
the lead. If Americans believe in an ideal pla2e, then I believe I have found
it, right here, at the stroke of midnight, with a British history student on a
cobbled medieval street in Oxford.
Simon leans in against the stable door behind us. Our words of beckoning and invitation make crystals in the mist. Between glitter and fog, the
years of error and pain that spread out before us are still impossible to see.
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ENDS OF THE EARTH

When Siduri saw Gilgamesh coming up the road,
she locked the door and went to the roof:
her inn, despite his protests. Imagine:
she's washing the cups, setting them
one by one in the wooden rack; pots cleaned
for that day, at least; gulls shredding
the last scrap of meat from the stew
tossed in the yard. Tonight, a glass of wine
by the fire, by the shore, perhaps; perhaps
with a guest, but ideally alone, humming
some melody she can't label as minor,
but dark as vinegar, or desire.

My old GPS doesn't work in Alaska, so I've reverted to paper
maps, which I love: their soft rustle, the requirement that you
have at least a general sense of geography before using them.
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